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impact of color
Hey, AMAZING One!
What does color mean to you?
In my opinion, color can be used to influence a mood, indicate
actions, and even ignite reactions. It has even been proven that
some colors can increase our heart rate and metabolism. There is
no doubt that color plays a vital role in our lives.

It makes the world around us come alive!
We use color to express our identity, values, beliefs, and practices.
We also value color as part of our POP culture!

And mostly!
Whether you're communicating personally or professionally, color is
a powerful tool for sharing your thoughts and ideas. On the next
page you'll discover the meaning behind our color choices and
which ones work best to attract and market to your audience.
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ENHANCING YOUR DESIGN SKILLS
& CREATING A BIGGER IMPACT
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more than a colorWheel
Consider these colors when developing
and designing materials
Yellow symbolizes

optimism,

clarity, and warmth. Customers are
drawn to this color when shopping.

Green stands

Orange signifies

for

peacefulness, growth,

friendliness, cheerfulness,

and health. Use this

and confidence. Use this

color to make a

color to make direct calls

statement of wealth or

to action such as

show eco-friendliness.

"subscribe" and "buy
now.".

Blue represents

confidence,

Red represents

youth,

dependability, and strength.

excitement, and boldness.

Use this color to show trust and

Use this color to create a

convey legal, educational, or

sense of urgency or to

business- related information.

convey a savings.

Purple is symbolic

of being creative,

wise, and imaginative. Use this color to
demonstrate quality or being durable.

Resource: Insights to the Colours that Grab | beavermarketing.ca

more than a colorWheel
When attracting the attention of Men or
Women, keep these colors in mind.

BLUE

PURPLE

GREEN

ORANGE

RED

Women

Men

Studies Show
WOMEN PREFER SOFT COLORS, WHEREAS MEN PREFER BRIGHT COLORS
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Resource: Colors Psychology in Marketing | dignitasdigital.com

Men

If you found this guide helpful, you'll love
"My Canva" workshop. Stay tuned.

ABOUT

Sherita T. Sparrow, World Class Therapeutic Art
Practitioner and The Healing Artist, will guide for
the "My Canva" workshop.
Sherita is also the CEO and Founder of The
Feather's Touch, LLC, which uses art to heal the
world, emotionally and spiritually so that it is a
much better place. Her mission is to raise
awareness of how art heals the soul and
promotes the beauty within ourselves.

"Art transforms
lives beyond words"
- Sherita Sparrow

She also empowers Activity Professionals and Family Caregivers through creative
curriculum and interactive workshops. Innovative programs designed by Sherita restores
and maintains the highest level of functionality for individuals with Dementia,
Quadriplegia, Paraplegia, Parkinson’s Disease, and Special Needs.
Sherita has a Bachelor of Science degree in Art from Towson University, and a degree in
Graphic Design from Delaware College of Art and Design. Sherita is a Certified Activity
Professional, Certified Dementia Practitioner, approved MEPAP Instructor and approved
Art & Memory Care Instructor.

DISCLAIMER:
The advice and interactions presented in this workshop are solely for educational purposes, in the area of improving
health, wellness, and career. The Feather’s Touch, LLC and Sherita Sparrow will not provide medical advice, such as
diagnoses or mental health services. Our role is to support and assist you in getting amazing results with residents
and/or build a stronger skill set in art. Your success with our programs and services depends on your own efforts and
dedication, Thank you.
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